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JazzChord, Summer 1995/96 

__________________________________________________________ 

 was interested to stumble across the Summer 1995/96 edition of Café: An 
Interview Magazine, which included an interview with the Sydney pianist 
Bobby Gebert (unfortunately mis-spelt throughout as ‘Gefert’). Bobby dishes 

out a few serves. “There are different organisations like SIMA subsidising one 
portion of the industry, giving money to anyone who makes a noise and calls it avant-
garde music,” he says. “And there will be another organisation giving money to a 
particular group. If the money was spread around more then many more of us would 
have a chance of earning a living from playing music. ..Another thing that in my 
opinion is wrong is that institutions like SIMA have this philosophy that we in 
Australia have a distinct Australian jazz. I’ve tried to tell them that we play jazz as 
Australians but there is no way that the jazz we play is going to be recognised in other  
 

 
 
Sydney pianist Bob Gebert: organisations like SIMA are giving money to anyone 
who makes a noise and calls it avant-garde music… PHOTO CREDIT PETER SINCLAIR 
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parts of the world as Australian jazz.” In Bob’s bleak world the jazz education 
establishment doesn’t fare much better. “Places like the Conservatorium have no 
credibility, he says. “They create mediocre musicians to displace the best musicians 
from the work that’s available... Sadly, most of the students I get think you can wave 
a wand, but there is no such thing.” 
 
*The writer Kevin Jones continues to amaze me. In his piece in The State Of The 
Arts: What’s Hot in 96 published in The Australian Magazine, January 6, 1996, 
Kevin takes a familiar swipe at the Australia Council: “credence is placed on sending 
groups overseas with the assistance of Australia Council grants to play on a minor 
stage at major festivals. Better, surely, to bring top American musicians here to 
play…” He goes on to mention a number of US musicians who, he says, were brought 
to Australia in the late 1970s. Why does an Australian jazz critic say that it is better to 
bring US musicians here, than have our musicians perform overseas? Can’t we have 
both? I read this as another example of Kevin’s determination to denigrate the 
leading musicians who are active in the current scene, in favour of some golden era 
which apparently existed in his youth. Moreover, as usual, Kevin gets the facts 
wrong. It is not true that our musicians play on minor stages at major festivals. Peter 
Brendlé, who was in Australia in January, 1996, told me that one of the priorities of 
his Oz Connection Bureau is to insist that our musicians play on major stages in 
Europe. As an example, he quotes the 1995 North Sea Jazz Festival. The Australian 
groups Andrew Firth/Bob Barnard Band, Lewis Young & Finsterer, Peter O’Mara 
Quartet, Adrian Mears Quintet and The catholics played on the Mondrian Zaal stage. 
 

 
 
Andrew Firth (above) and Bob Barnard (below) played on the Mondrian Zaal stage 
at the 1995 North Sea Jazz Festival… 
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Who were the nobodies from other countries who played on the same stage at this 
major festival? Well, they included the Charlie Haden Quartet West, Christian 
McBride Quartet, Ray Brown Trio, Benny Carter, and the Mingus Big Band. Why not 
do some research, Kevin, before you give unsuspecting readers the wrong 
information? Second, what about the “top American musicians’ who played here in 
the past? The musicians Kevin mentions in his article – Freddie Hubbard, Johnny 
Griffin, Ed Soph and John Scofield - actually came in the early 1980s, not the 70s, so 
Kevin was wrong about this too. But Kevin, if you like overseas musicians coming 
here, where were you last year? During 1995 we were able to hear, from the US, the 
John Scofield Quartet, McCoy Tyner Trio, Max Roach Quartet, Red Holloway 
Quartet, Betty Carter & her trio, the Daniel Schnyder-Michael Mossman Quintet, Lee 
Konitz, and Horace Tapscott Trio - plus from Europe the New Jungle Orchestra, the 
Ali Haurand Trio, the Perko-Pyysalo Ensemble, the Trio Clusone, and Georgio 
Gaslini. What more do you want, Kev? I would have thought that even the most 
backward jazz buff would agree that 1995 was a bumper year. In another 
misrepresentation, Kevin Jones writes: “Having been attacked consistently for my 
views, I stress again that I’m talking about jazz, not its funk or fusion derivatives.” 
No, Kev, it’s not for your “views” that people in the jazz world attack you. It’s because 
you appear to be more interested in making puerile points than getting the facts 
right. To quote your bete noire Gail Brennan, who takes you to task regularly in his 
column in On The Street, your writing is often “muddled, destructive and inept”. 
 

 
 
* People in the jazz world will read into John Clare’s Bodgie Dada & The Cult Of 
Cool what they wish. Indeed, debate has already begun, which is not necessarily a 
bad thing: It’s a “rehash”, I’m told, of Bruce Johnson’s Oxford Companion (not true, 
in my view); and it ignores the extraordinary output of recorded jazz of the last ten 
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years (somewhat true). In the book there are sideswipes at some who, over time, 
have found themselves offside with the author. Lloyd Swanton, Chris Abrahams and 
Tony Buck - the “private schoolboys”, as John Clare describes them - “froze out 
outsiders by greeting their remarks with stony silence while giggling constantly at  
 

 
 
L-R, Chris Abrahams, Lloyd Swanton, and Tony Buck - the “private schoolboys”, as 
John Clare describes them - froze out outsiders by greeting their remarks with 
stony silence while giggling constantly at each other’s jokes…  
 
each other’s  jokes”. Did Dick Montz, head of Jazz Studies at the Sydney 
Conservatorium, really stand side-on while playing a record of Dizzy Gillespie’s big 
band to his students and say: “They’re all black. They’re on drugs. They can’t play”. 
Dick Montz has denied this, by the way. While I have little sympathy with those 
pedants who are combing the book for errors, it is still the case that errors should be  
 

 
 
Dick Montz, head of Jazz Studies at the Sydney Conservatorium: did he really say, 
while playing a record of Dizzy Gillespie’s big band to his students,: “They’re all 
black. They’re on drugs. They can’t play”?  PHOTO CREDIT JANE MARCH 
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patiently and rigorously corrected, for the second edition. A number of people have 
telephoned me for John Clare’s address, with a view to sending corrections. One 
protagonist in the history told me of two errors in the photo captions: on page 55, the 
photo taken outside of El Rocco jazz cellar includes Col Nolan and John Sangster, but 
the third person is Gerry Gardiner, not Lyn Christie. On page 62, the photo caption  
 

 
 
This photo taken outside of El Rocco jazz cellar includes Col Nolan and John 
Sangster, but the third person is Gerry Gardiner, not Lyn Christie... 
 

 
 
This photo caption identifies (L-R) Errol Buddle, Judy Bailey and John Sangster 
correctly, but the person on the far right identified as Colin Bailey is in fact the late 
Mike Ross... PHOTO COURTESY JUDY BAILEY 
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identifies Errol Buddle, Judy Bailey and John Sangster correctly, but the person 
identified as Colin Bailey is in fact the late Mike Ross. Still, such oversights are not 
enough to undermine the credibility of the book, which is a marvellous one. I enjoyed 
very much the stories of how musicians educated themselves in the days before 
institutionalised jazz education. In Sydney and Melbourne some who are now our 
most distinguished musicians shared derelict accommodation, preoccupied with two 
things: getting something to eat; and finding somewhere to play. “If there was a new 
Art Blakey record out, someone would have it”, says pianist Dave Levy. “We’d listen 
to it at someone’s place, then we’d discuss it, and then we’d play it ourselves and then 
listen to it again. This would go on all night... It was very intense.” 

 

 
 
Pianist Dave Levy: If there was a new Art Blakey record out, someone would have 
it…  
 
* I was very sorry to read of the loss of the 2BL program Sentimental Journey, 
hosted by the 71-year-old John West. When I was a professional musician for many 
years I used to listen to the first 30-45 minutes of this program, after the 7 o’clock 
news, on my way to a gig every Saturday night. It got me into the mood for the music 
that my club band played. Recently, I was tuning in to the program again, and 
enjoyed very much John’s playing of early Ellington, the music of the swing era, the 
great jazz vocalists, etc in amongst excerpts from the big musicals and other popular 
music of the 1920s, through to the 50s. The philosophy of the program reflected that 
of Woody Allen, who said that the greatest period of American music was 1920-50. 
While I don’t necessarily endorse that view, John West’s program was one place 
where interesting jazz-related music, information, trivia and history were available 
on radio, and it was a perfect example of the ABC providing something intrinsically 
important that was not available elsewhere. In other words, this was a culturally 
important program. And it must have been somewhat popular, as there was a six-
months waiting list for requests. Now it’s gone and, while I don’t know what it is to 
be replaced with - apparently a program hosted by Frank Crook, who is known to 
have an interest in jazz - I wonder whether the axing of a very good program is a way 
of removing an old-style broadcaster who may not be regarded as ‘hip’ by current 
ABC management, or simply another example of change for change’s sake. 


